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could there be a term closer to zoo, with its close association to vivarium? yet here conrad offers a nuanced response. as he describes the indigenous africans, he appears to keep an uneasy distance from the term "savages." this is not to say that he expresses any sympathy for them. indeed, there is no sympathy for the natives at all. they live in the stagnant
heart of their wilderness, their lives made up of few necessities and no comforts. conrad again illustrates his trademark mastery of succinct characterization. africans, he concludes, are "caught up in the dead weight of the centuries.. and imbued with moral apathy" (p. 189), the implication being that they must be civilized before they can be understood. joseph
conrad, the heart of darkness(new york: oxford university press, 2000), 189. [18] when i turned around, i forgot who i was. it is the first rule of war to confuse the enemy, for if you do not confuse, he will never be misled. every victory must be preceded by confusion: confusion of time, confusion of space, confusion of movement. the victory must be total, as the
confusion of the battlefield is total. many times he tried to place his feet exactly, and only then did he push himself into the river. at first, the water was shallow, but the shallows gradually turned to deep black shoals which cracked and split under the pressure of his feet and dragged him down. his eyes, straining from the muddy opaque waters, saw nothing but

the lights of the barge and the masts of a ship that lumbered toward him. suddenly, in the middle of the wilderness, he froze: his heartbeats were loud in his ears, his breath had become his own, the surrounding trees were a living wall. he knew now what he had been doing, his exploration into the congo.
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quanto ora pensava che esistesse, quando vedeva, quando ogni notte si teneva chiusa alla finestra e ogni mattina
si preparava a muoversi, a vedere nella strada alcune donne con pettinato, pieni di orgoglio e durezza. andò lei in

paradiso, verso quel dolce paradiso di antiche leggende dove è sempre stata isabella la sua forza, e quel suo
amante di senza saperlo, e che è diventato il suo signore. if there was one thing i had prided myself on, it was my
remarkable tolerance for pain. i would have signed up for an hour of brain surgery, i would have jumped off the
cliffs of morocco, voluntarily gave myself up to have my head stuffed into a vise and slowly crushed. but, as i
walked back to my apartment tonight with a splitting headache, i wondered: was a longing for peace, for life

without pain, perhaps what i was really craving? or was i only fooling myself, only chasing a phantom, the son of a
phantom? [19] i stared at my laptop, at the list of friends i had made over the years, grateful that the message had
arrived when it had. i could not bear the pretense that i was still trying to be the person i used to be. it was far too
easy to let myself be sucked back in, to let myself slip back to the old ways, as easy as it is to imagine being swept
by a slow-moving storm. what shall i do? there is a place where i want to go, and i have no passport. i love it here,
and i want to stay, but i am terrified. there is so much i want to do. a kind of frenzy is rising inside me, and i cannot
control it. i wish i was a different person. but i am not. the worst thing about dying is the ending. the end. you just

know, don't you? you know that you are sitting on your last page, and they are going to tear your life apart, and it is
going to hurt, but you also know that it is the end. that it is coming. it is the same feeling i felt, i think, as a child,
when the lesson books were taken away from me, and my history lessons would be reduced to a list of everything
that ever happened. you know how your eyes are wide and fearful. [21] the flimsy wing of a mote of dust must be
enough for you, if i ever truly exist. you will never see me, or hear of me, or hear the stories about me. but, after a

while, it is as if i am one of the books in my history, and one day someone will tear it apart and there will be nothing
left. 5ec8ef588b
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